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ABSTRACT 
For content-based retrieval, three image features, namely, Zemike moment invariants, 
Fourier descriptors, and wavelet descriptors, are studied. They are extracted from shapes of 
constituent semantic entities or objects and are then compared with image queries posed in 
the form of sketches. To measure similarity between an image candidate and a query, the 
Euclidean distance with corresponding weights is employed. For the wavelet descriptors, a 
new method for finding a starting point is proposed. 
On the basis of the results obtained, and for the images tested, this study has shown that the 
wavelet descriptors provide the most effective features. The performance of the Zemike 
moments is at the end. The recognition rate of the descriptors is 100 % for all queries 
derived via affine transformation from the images in the database. For deformed queries 
posed as free-hand sketches, the wavelet descriptor correctly recognises four cases out of 
five. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Multimedia plays an important role in current information society since multimedia 
efficiently represent perceptional data. Textual data, audio, images, and video are integrally 
called multimedia. Image is one of the most popular mediums. An image is a two 
dimensional signal stored as an array of pixels and symbolises visual information. " One 
image is worth thousand words" would be a sentence describing the information reflecting 
image meaning. It is clear that how to describe image meaning completely is difficult. This 
directly testifies that images effectively convey information rather than text. Moreover, 
many constituent complex sentences can be represented by an image. For example, novel 
computer operating systems such as windows 98 prefer to use graphical user interface such 
as icons instead of complicated commands. In addition, the use of images makes the 
deprivafion of descripfion problems to appear. For instance, advertising designers can 
visually demonstration their goods to prospective customers in order to query and generate 
orders. 
The problem of how to access and manage non-textual information is progressively 
apparent [49] as expressed by the nature of image data, the storage requirements, the image 
representations, and the rapid growth of the use of image data. In this thesis, image 
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is a representative for multimedia data. Firstly, the nature of images is totally different 
from numerical and textual data so existing solutions are not directly applicable to images. 
In order to solve the problems, an image descriptor or "key" is given for image 
identification. In fact, visual properties are difficult or nearly impossible to describe with 
text. In addition, there is no commonly agreed-upon vocabulary for describing image 
properties, so a Structured Query Language (SQL) is simply not the case for image 
searching. Moreover, user requirements to access the same image are different. For 
example, one may need to find a specific object within the image whereas another one may 
look for spatial relationships among regions or objects. 
Huge storage requirement is an inherited property of images. The requirement also poses 
storage and access constraints in the use of a shared collection of images. Moreover, 
communication bandwidth consumption will be heightened when image retrieval such as 
image browsing occurs in a global access computer network such as the Internet. The 
situation may lead to overall degradation of network response time. 
Next, image representation does not support access and management of image data. From 
the information management aspect, a gigantic data stream is a considerable hindrance so 
compression techniques are required. State of the art compression techniques can compress 
images as compact as the statistical entropy. The techniques are based on image models. 
The models represent images in terms of pixel values or groups of pixels rather than 
semantic entities. This deprives image meaning and makes image identification based on 
content becomes difficult. For instance, the Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) 
technique codes the difference of pixel values into a compressed data stream, so that image 
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meaning is obscure, and the access of image is problematic. Therefore, it is clear that the 
techniques achieve a high degree of compression, regardless of the information 
management perspective. 
Finally, users rapidly migrate from textual data services to multimedia services. This stems 
from two main reasons. Firstly, multimedia presentation perceptually conveys information. 
This makes an efficient communication process, and most information is comprehensive. 
This forms the new medium for information interchange. Secondly, a global network for 
information interchange is available. The Internet is the biggest network connecting the 
world. The Internet services such as world-wide-web encourage interchange of information 
among users. This is more so when users have easily understandable data stream like 
multimedia. Furthermore, the running cost of the Internet services is affordable for personal 
use. 
As indicated by the natural mean of multimedia, content-based retrieval of multimedia data 
is more appropriate. Supporting this heuristic, MPEG-7 standard aims to address this issue. 
From the information management perspective, retrieval of small data sets from a large 
collection of data streams is a central idea. Tremendous data streams are a significant 
impediment for retrieval. Fortunately, existing compression techniques obtain a high degree 
of compression. However, again, the techniques only support efficiency of storage and 
transmission management. They are developed based on representation models. The models 
[27] include, (i) pixel intensities, (ii) pixels grouping to vectors, (iii) two dimensional 
grouping of pixels into regions occupying stationarity, and (iv) two dimensional grouping 
into region of pixels retaining high level semantic scheme such as object. Content-based 
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functionalities are explicitly available only for the last two models without further 
processing. One of the possible solutions is to partition images into semantic entities, and 
then to encode them [6]. Each entity can be randomly accessible, individually decodable, 
and uniquely identifiable. Therefore, each semantic unit is generic for particular 
applications. In addition, extracted features based on each unit are inherent to physical 
means of data. Furthermore, portability and reusability of the features becomes obtainable. 
The paradigm is confirmative to content-based retrieval. The idea of encoding semantic 
entities is also employed in the MPEG-4 standard for video data streams [65]. 
Content-based retrieval is tantamount to measure similarity between a given query and 
image candidates [63]. There are two main attributes related to similarity measures namely 
image features and similarity metrics. Image features are information extracted from an 
image. For example, the quantised coefficients of the discrete cosine transform would be 
one of the features. The features can be used to identify images. A particular feature may be 
suitable for image identification in an application. It may not be the case for others. The use 
of features to represent images depends largely on an application at hand. Similarity metrics 
are the tools for measurement of similarity between an image query and image candidates. 
The metrics are the keys for image retrieval. The choice of a metric directly relies upon the 
choice of features. For instance, sub-string matching [67] is appropriate for keywords. The 
success of any feature set in measuring similarity depends more or less on the use of an 
appropriate metric. 
From the literature, existing image databases are specific to applications and are not 
supportive to content-based retrieval. Image retrieval in most of the systems is equivalent to 
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searching for predefined word descriptions representing the image along with browsing 
[10] [4] [3], to matching extracted features with an image query [10] [53] [39] [54] [32] 
[33], or to comparing combinations of key words and features with a given query [10] [35] 
[48]. Depending on the application, one may choose different sets of features or keywords. 
Defining a complete set of image meaning is laborious, and users may query the same 
image with different keywords. Therefore, it is an enormous disadvantage to retrieve image 
based only on keywords. Moreover, the extracted features are based on statistical meaning 
of low level entities such as pixels that impoverish the meaning of image. This is an 
impediment of content-based retrieval. 
The problem of how to retrieve images based on content will be elevated if images are 
coded in term of semantic entities. Extracted features of each entity can then be used as a 
delegate for retrieval using a suitable metric. 
In this thesis, it is an assumption that image encoding is in the form of encoding semantic 
entities. The aim of the thesis is to study how to retrieve each entity and to compare the 
retrieval performance of different features and corresponding metrics. 
1.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Shapes of constituent objects of an image are employed to compare with an image query. 
The query makes up of a sketch in form of a closed contour representing a shape. In some 
cases, an object may consist of many sub-objects. For instance, a shape of a human face is 
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composed of many shapes representing eyes, mouth, and other components. In this study, 
an object is considered as a shape without inclusion of sub-objects. The study defines 
features of image objects and compares them with features acquired from a query. The 
investigation dwells on three image descriptors, namely, Zernike moment invariants, 
Fourier descriptors, and wavelet descriptors. For matching, a partial similarity measure is 
used. 
1.3 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
The topics in this thesis are grouped into four sections, namely, review of content-based 
retrieval, introduction of image features and metrics, performance evaluation of the models, 
and the conclusion. 
The review of content-based retrieval and of image coding, in Chapter 2, provides the 
background of retrieval based on image content. Then, a discussion is presented on recent 
content-based retrieval systems. Moreover, design criteria for retrieval systems are 
highlighted. Finally, a retrieval model is proposed for further experiments. 
Chapter 3 presents three image features that will be used for retrieval and discusses their 
characteristics. As similarity measures, the image metrics corresponding to the features are 
also briefly described. 
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Wavelet descriptors are invariant to affine transformation but not to starting point change. 
Therefore, in Chapter 4, the thesis proposes a descriptor that is also invariant to changing of 
the starting point. 
The performance of the models is given in Chapter 5. Simulation results are presented and 
compared. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusion of the thesis. Some suggestions for possible 
extension and improvement of this work are also given. 
1.4 CONTRIBUTION OF THE THESIS 
Recent studies indicate that content-based retrieval is more appropriate for multimedia data 
streams. From these studies, the solutions are not completely provided. Content-based 
retrieval relates to at least three aspects, namely the retrieval, database, and data 
representation aspects. This thesis aims to address the retrieval aspect. 
Conceptual issues of content-based retrieval are studied. An image model that is persuasive 
to content-based retrieval is proposed. 
From the retrieval point of view, the thesis nominates three features, namely the Zemike 
moments, the Fourier descriptors, and the wavelet descriptors. The features are extracted 
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from closed contours representing shapes of semantic entities or objects. They are 
employed to measure similarity using suitable metrics. 
In total, three experiments showing the performance of the features are reported. A 
performance assessment of the features is presented. Suggestions for future work are also 
provided. 
There are two publications resulting from this study. 
1. Ogunbona, P. O. and Sangassapaviriya, P., "Content-based Retrieval from 
Compressed-Image Databases," in Proceedings of IEEE Data Compression 
Conference 1997, Snowbird, USA, 1997, p.461. 
2. Sangassapaviriya, P. and Ogunbona, P. O., "Similarity Measures For Compressed 
Image Databases," in Proceedings of IEEE Tencon'97 Speech and Image 
Technologies for Computing and Telecommunications, Brisbane, Australia, 1997, 
pp. 203-206. 
CHAPTER 2 
CONTENT-BASED IMAGE 
RETRIEVAL - A REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The swift development of information technology and of global internetworking like the 
Internet makes information interchange becomes profitable. The interchangeable 
information is not limited only to textual information; Multimedia data streams are also 
included. Non-textual data such as images represent perceptual data. It is desirable to 
manage multimedia data sets effectively. Unfortunately, the natural mean of multimedia is 
totally different from textual data. The existing techniques for conventional data cannot be 
directly applied to multimedia data streams. Thus, there is a need for a new retrieval 
method that is suitable for the new data type. 
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the mechanism of retrieval of images that are 
pertinent to a given query from a large collection of images known as image database, 
based on their semantic or visual contents rather than on derived attributes or keyword 
descriptors prescriptively defined for them. The mechanism calls for an adaptive 
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capability to process queries from a variety of user's interpretations of the image content or 
specified domain semantics. The availability of an effective retrieval method is compulsory 
in order to access and manage image data. To access large discrete data sets, indices are 
formed from data fields or attributes that will be involved in queries. For data streams like 
images, one of the possible solutions is to create indices from derived image attributes, 
called signatures. For a particular system in [39], signatures of image candidates are created 
from quantised Haar wavelet coefficients and used as the index for comparison with a 
signature obtained from a given sketch query. The choice of attributes is inherent to 
application requirements, and the change of the requirements has a profound impact on 
signatures. New signatures may be required to suite new requirements. This retrieval 
paradigm does not access the images themselves. Indices representing images should be 
intrinsic to constituent semantic entities. This makes indices become portable and reusable 
[26] [27]. 
CBIR is a very complicated problem which consists of at least three different kinds of 
considerations [52] namely retrieval aspect, database aspect, and data representation aspect. 
Firstly, the question of how to match an image query and image candidates in an image 
database is the central problem of the retrieval aspect. The main objective is to find an 
efficient way to compare a given query with corresponding images. In a particular scenario, 
a query image is given. Objects of interest are then extracted and compared with a 
predefined set of models or templates. The number of templates can be enormous for 
unconstrained data like natural images. In practice, a definite set of predefined templates is 
used, and it is specific to a particular application. An alternative is to compute distances 
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between a query image and image candidates. The closest distance indicates the best match. 
The second approach is more generic. 
For content-based retrieval, effective management of image data in database is another 
problem. For conventional data, like text, the data stream is discrete and represents 
attributes of entities. Data manipulation relies upon a well-defmed structure of the data 
stream, so that the retrieval mechanisms assume a fixed set of attributes. For relational data 
models [18], data can be aggregated to form a relation from a set of atomic units 
representing attributes, and the relation comprises of definite attributes. For instance, a set 
of characters representing a name and another set representing an address form a relation. 
Access of data from relations is retrieval from a precisely prescribed data set. In contrast, 
images have unstructured data streams, and a collection of images needs not be 
characterised by a common set of attributes. This makes a tremendous complication for 
data management of image data, in an image database. To support content-based retrieval, 
images cannot be stored as fixed length or repeating records. Instead, their representation 
may range from low-level representation such as chain codes and the like [8] [78] to high-
level representation like R-tree [31] or Quadtree [61]. Complex retrieval mechanisms are 
certainly consequences of sophisticated representations. This is more so when DataBase 
Management Software (DBMS) has to support image database activities such as partial and 
incremental image recall [77]. Besides, archival of image requires huge storage space that 
fundamentally affects not only the storage and retrieval but also other aspects of database 
management such as concurrent control, backup, and recovery [66]. 
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Finally, image representation in image database is the kernel of content-based retrieval. 
Images require enormous storage space and represent perceptual data with unstructured 
data stream. The promising representations should be compact and encode semantic entities 
in terms of human perception, in order to support content-based retrieval. In fact, various 
image compression methods serve as representation methods in storage requirement 
perspective. However, they work under the presumption of image models. If the models 
represent meaningful entities, then the outcome would be desirable for content-based 
retrieval. Most of the models are based on pixels or blocks of pixels that deprive image 
meaning. In [20], the idea of a new coding technique based on the model of pixel grouping 
into semantically significant regions is presented. The ideas initiates new coding schemes 
known as object coding [6] [69] [43]. However, the objects to be encoded are manually 
described and segmented. The attempt of region grouping for automatic segmentation is in 
progress [76]. Besides, procedures to describe constituent relationships of semantic entities 
are not well defined. Some models have been proposed in [26] and [30]. Therefore, a 
promising representation supporting content-based retrieval poses many questions for the 
research community. 
As stated before, CBIR relates to at least three perspectives namely the retrieval, database, 
and representation aspects. This thesis aims to address the problem of the retrieval 
perspective. The rest of Chapter 2 is organised as follows. Section 2.2 reviews some of the 
existing retrieval systems and briefly describes image-coding techniques. Conceptual issues 
of content-based image retrieval are given in Section 2.3. Some ideas of image modeling 
encouraging content-based retrieval are also proposed. The last section provides summary 
of the chapter. 
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2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The review of literature divides into two parts. Ttie first subsection reviews existing image 
retrieval systems, and a discussion of advantages and disadvantages is given. For a clear 
perception of content-based retrieval problems, image-coding techniques are also briefly 
described in the second subsection. 
2.2.1 REVIEW OF EXISTING RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 
Image archival requires not only gigantic storage capacity but also effective retrieval 
methods based on image content. One of the possible solutions is to represent images as 
compactly as possible in terms of constituent semantic entities. Such a representation 
downsizes images to their semantic entropy, rather than their statistical entropy. The 
representation should also support three main operations [77]: (i) partial image recall, (ii) 
incremental image recall, and (iii) feature extraction from compressed form. 
Partial image recall extracts spatially limited areas from the image to serve users that may 
specifically require only some parts of an image. For example, a doctor may need to 
compare an x-ray image with others that have a cancer on the upper left of a right lung. The 
specific part of the image will be extracted to fulfil a user demand. 
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Incremental image recall provides progressive image reconstruction, so users can gradually 
recall an image from a coarse to a fine version. This function supports user initial selection 
after recalling a coarse version. Moreover, users can browse a low resolution image (thumb 
nail image) rather than the original one. Hence, image search time can be reduced. 
Furthermore, progressive reconstruction gradually presents image contents. This is 
equivalent to feature extraction from the original image, and the extracted feature such as 
image edges can be used for searching [32] [50]. 
If feature extraction from a compressed image is available, image structures are available 
without reconstruction of the compressed image. The structures seen as edges can be 
employed as index for searching. The index is part of an image without any request for 
additional storage space. Besides, such a strategy is more flexible for unpredictable user 
demands since image features can be computed on request. 
The representation of images is one of the significant factors related to content-based 
retrieval. Search specifications and selection criteria are also important. From a practical 
point of view, a user may request an image without complete knowledge of all its attributes. 
In this case, it is possible that the query image, submitted as a search specification, differs 
from the intended target image in terms of scale, rotation, translation, and may possibly be 
deformed. To cope with this type of problem, a selection criterion that ranks images having 
partial similarity with the query may be used. Some of the existing systems are now 
presented. 
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D. Cheung, in [10], describes a medical image database system, MIQS, supporting various 
queries such as query by sketch, query by example, and textual queries on spatial 
relationships between the objects in an image. MIQS database is a client server application. 
It stores raw images and their corresponding URLs. The index for retrieval contains 
features such as size, centroid of the objects, etc., extracted from the minimum bounding 
rectangle (MBR) of objects, the names of known objects, diseases and symptoms associated 
with the images. A user submits a query by sketching the image or finding out an example 
image which is closest to the requirement. The user may also query by textual rules or by 
keywords of disease names and symptoms. The comparison of image object shapes and a 
given query yields similarity measures. For textual queries, matching of external attributes 
such as symptom names is a key for retrieval. In addition, predefined spatial rules precisely 
assess user-specified queries in order to retrieve an image. The result of retrieval rate is not 
given. MIQS supports retrieval based on shape of objects and spatial relationships among 
them, using a variety of query types. However, the main disadvantage of the system is that 
it does not support browsing of low-resolution images. For content-based retrieval, 
searching criteria prefer partial similarity to exact match. The retrieval outcome is a set of 
images that are somehow similar to a given query. An end user then finalises selection. 
This needs browsing of the pre-selected set. Browsing full resolution images over the 
Internet is a considerable network burden. Moreover, images are stored in uncompressed 
format that requires extensive storage space. Finally, incremental image recall is not 
possible without additional work since the system stores raw images without any feature of 
progressive image transmission. 
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Four different wavelet features are used for indexing in [45]. The features can be obtained 
as by-products when images are compressed and stored in the image database. The first two 
are luminance and chrominance of wavelet coefficients. Each Y-, U-, and V-subimage is 
transformed, quantised, and entropy coded. Their successive approximation quantisation 
(SAQ) histograms are the keys used for retrieval. The direct histogram difference measures 
the similarity between two SAQ features. The third feature is the subband significance. The 
sum of the difference between the number of significant coefficients indicates the degree of 
similarity. Finally, the spatial feature presented as a binary quantisation map of the lowest 
subband reveals important coefficients. The similarity measure of the feature is simply a 
logical OR operation of the corresponding binary values. The experimental database used 
in [45] consists of 2119 natural images of size 192x128. They are compressed with YUV 
colour space by the layer zero coding (LZC) method. The system is sensitive to orientation, 
which is the main disadvantage. Thus, the same image query, with difference orientation, 
results in different sets of images. The system fulfills storage requirements in terms of 
compression. However, there is more work to enrich the system in order to fully support 
image database activities. 
Modal matching of a sketch query and images in image database is presented in [15]. N 
points of its boundary represent an object. Each point is considered as a concentrated mass 
element bounded to its neighbors by elastic relations. Modal matching is to find 
correspondences between points in similar shapes through the comparison of nodal 
displacement. A sketch or an object in an image is comprised of points running along its 
boundary, so the technique can be employed to compare shapes in image database with a 
query. As a query is a desired sketch of a close contour, it appears scarcely and non-
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regularly sampled. To cope with poor quality, four specific tailored metrics are used. Two 
image databases are created, one consisting of character skeletons and the other of 80 
rabbits and fishes. The improvement in search time compared to previous work [14] is a 
saving of 18 % of CPU time. The system is not reliable for some cases since it retrieves 
three rabbits and two fishes from a sketch of a rabbit. The problems of scale, rotation, and 
translation invariance are not fully addressed. 
In [35], the Knowledge-based Spatial Image Model (KSIM) has been proposed to retrieve 
medical images based on content. The model consists of three layers, namely, the 
Representation Layer (RL), the Semantic Layer (SL), and the Knowledge Layer (KL). The 
RL stores raw images such as X-ray images, CT images, and magnetic resonance images. 
Shapes and spatial relationships of image objects are features extracted from images in the 
RL and are arranged to be stored as features in the SL, by object-oriented technology. 
These features are then classified by a conceptual clustering algorithm [11]. In the KL, the 
feature classification hierarchy is represented in Type Abstraction Hierarchies (TAH) to 
provide multiple knowledge representations of images based on shape and spatial 
relationships. The value ranges of the interested features substitutes the concept in the TAH 
nodes. To retrieve an image similar to a query, the TAH is traversed to locate a value range 
that is closest to that of the query, based on selected features. If the result is not satisfactory, 
the query constraints can be relaxed and repeatedly processed so as to retrieve similar 
images. A query can be offered by a given example. For instance, a surgeon may pose a 
query like " retrieve similar image as the brain tumor shown on screen" or " find patients 
with similar brain tumors to patient with id P1435-6754 ". The image database prototype 
comprises of 65 magnetic resonance images. The system is implemented by using 
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Gemstone object-oriented database and Visual Works as the application development tools 
running on a SPARC 10 SUN workstation. The retrieval precision of similar images is up 
to 83%. Query by a given example may limit the search specification in a predefined data 
set, and users are obliged to define their own query. This may lead to unsuccessful search, 
albeit the required image exists. Moreover, the prototype system does not support, apart 
from retrieval, image database activities such as browsing or partial image recall. 
The "image querying metric" has been defined in [39]. The metric can tolerate image 
distortions and can distinguish the target image from the rest of the experimental database. 
All images in the database and a query image are decomposed using Haar wavelet 
transformation. All wavelet coefficients of both images in the database and a query image 
have been truncated and quantised into a compact data form called "signature". The 
content-based query is performed through an " image querying metric" that compares the 
number of common significant wavelet coefficients of the query to those of potential 
targets. The algorithm is tested with a database containing 1093 images; the results show 
that the metric performs well under performance test and robustness test. The system 
provides good comparing performance even though the database is large. However, it does 
not provide features that are invariant to scale, rotation, and translation. In addition, partial 
image recall and incremental image recall are not supported. 
Y. Gong, in [25], presents an image database system in which images are indexed by both 
numerical index keys and descriptive keywords. The system creates the numeric keys from 
a set of captured primitive image properties. A system operator provides keywords for each 
image when they are stored in the database. There are three indexing schemes, namely 
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indexing by content, histogram, and keywords. For indexing by content, a set of regions is 
detected along with their locations, sizes, colours, and shapes. Arrangement of the captured 
data then forms numeric keys for retrieval, using B+-tree. The second indexing scheme is 
indexing by histogram. In order to obtain image histograms, images are partitioned into 
nine sub-areas and sub-area histograms are computed. Each set of the histogram bins 
constitutes a hyper-polygon in 3-D colour space. The polygon shape characterises an 
image. The second set of numerical keys is then created from information on the shape and 
used as the index. Retrieval based on content and histogram employs the comparison of the 
two sets of numeric keys. To retrieve a target image, users specify a query using examples 
provided by the system. The users can also select a thumb nail image from a set of output 
images to launch a new query. Indexing by keywords is the last indexing method. 
Keywords and semantic hierarchies form indices for keyword indexing. For instance, a 
hierarchical structure that illustrates data relationships is John IS-A man, man IS-A human, 
and human IS-A living things illustrates data relationship. To retrieve an intended image, 
users provide both keywords and the position in the hierarchy. The keywords are only 
searched in sub-trees under the specified position, to speed up search time. The proposed 
system is implemented using X/Motif and C on HP/9000 platform. The database consists of 
nearly 100 images. The rate of retrieval is not given. The system provides incremental 
image recall. However, the system does not take partial image recall and feature extraction 
from compressed form into account. Moreover, query by example limits user capability to 
pose a query. 
A matching technique based on the intersection of colour histograms forms the basis of the 
tool "FINDIT", developed at the University of Chicago by Swain [68]. It was shown that 
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colour histogram intersection is fairly insensitive to changes in image resolution, histogram 
size, depth and view point. Each picture in the database is indexed by its characteristic set 
of histograms. To retrieve an image, comparison of image and query image histograms 
serves as the selection procedure. While colour histograms reveal colour distribution, they 
lack information on the locations of colour and objects in the scene. This may lead to a 
situation in which an image with a yellow car on the top corresponds to an image with a 
yellow boat in the bottom. In addition, the system is not supportive of other image database 
activities apart from retrieval. Incremental and partial image recall are not available in any 
aspects. 
QBIC (Query By Image Content) is a system providing methods to query large online 
image databases using image content as the basis of queries [48]. QBIC adopted many 
existing algorithms to build up the system. The prototype system runs on an IBM RS/6000 
RISC machine. A query can be full scenes, images, or scene objects. The query may 
specify colour or texture of a target image. Shapes of objects of interest can also pose as a 
query by drawing an edge-sketch of the intended objects. The last query scheme is 
providing textual keywords. A test database of 1000 images and 1000 objects from 
commercial photo clip art is used. The characteristics of the QBIC system are distinct to 
conventional systems. Firstly, QBIC searches for a target image based on approximation 
rather than exact match. Secondly, the system offers a variety of image features to form a 
query, through the interaction with the system interface. Finally, the output is a set of 
images with desired properties. Users may browse through the set and adopt a desirable 
one. For each image in the database, a set of features including colour [38] [16], texture 
such as coarseness, contrast and directionality [70] [19], shape [55] [40] [72], and sketch 
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[32] [42] of each object are computed. R-tree arranges multilevel indexing of these features 
for retrieval. For a given query, the system computes numerical features of queries to 
represent the image properties and uses similarity measures among image candidates. Users 
can also provide key words or image contents as keys for retrieval. The result of the query 
is a display of the most promising candidates from which the user can make a final 
decision. The QBIC system is claimed to be the first content-based retrieval system. It 
allows the combination of many features to query an image from an image database. 
However, the system does not completely satisfy the retrieval functionalities stated in [77]. 
Another method of retrieving medical images by content has been presented in [54]. Images 
or physical data are stored and organized in clusters based on the likelihood of being 
retrieved together in response to a particular query. Logical image data or index is 
organized into classes forming hierarchies so as to reduce search space. Logical image data 
is described based on the segmentation of images into disjoint regions or objects. Each set 
of logical image data consists of spatial relationships, including inclusion relationships of 
objects in the image, and object properties such as roundness, orientation, size, etc. The 
object properties are computed based on the polygonally approximated bounding contours 
of objects. A string property is then formed for each logical data. A query image or a sketch 
of image segments is given and it is organised in the same manner as the logical image 
data. Comparing the query image representation with logical image data depends upon the 
similarity criteria. For example, an object in a query image is similar to an object in the 
image candidates if they both have equal size and string properties. Evaluations have been 
carried out using a prototype image database consisting of 1,000 simulated images, each 
containing 2 to 10 objects. Queries are distinguished based on the number of objects that 
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users specify. For this experiment, the number of objects in a particular image is six. The 
result shows that the ordered sequence of attributes in order of decreasing discriminating 
power is relative position, roundness, orientation, size, and inclusion properties. However, 
this research could not cope with variation in image scale and translation. Moreover, it does 
not completely support image database functionalities. 
The basic idea of QVE (Query by Visual Example) is retrieving images from image 
databases using a rough sketch input as a query [32] . Abstract images are used as pictorial 
indices. The images are acquired by resizing RGB images to 64x64 pixels, finding out 
global and local edge images, and thinning and shrinking the local edge images. To retrieve 
an image, the system computes the correlation of the linear sketch provided by users and 
the abstract images. The image with the highest correlation score is the best image 
candidate. The ART MUSIUM database, which is a collection of 205 paintings of full 
colour landscapes and portraits, is employed in the testing of the algorithm. The result 
shows that for sketch retrieval, the possibility of retrieving the original full colour painting 
within the best five candidates is more than 94.4 % from 205 paintings. For monochrome 
copy retrieval, the exact image can be found from 205 paintings. In addition, similarity 
retrieval is efficient to find paintings with similar compositions. The experiment relies on 
the painting of full colour landscapes and portraits that almost consist of line structures. In 
addition, the system transforms all images into edge images (abstract images), so the colour 
features of images have been ignored. Furthermore, the features used in the ART 
MUSEUM project are not invariant to scale or translation. Finally, incremental image recall 
and partial image recall are not available. 
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For a medical application, a content-based indexing technique, which relates spatial 
relationships among internal image entities, has been proposed [33] . To build up an index, 
the algorithm extracts image "features" that describe the relative relationships among 
objects in the image in terms of distance and angle. The relationships use center of mass 
(COM) as a frame of reference. A query image Q is processed in the same manner. To 
access images similar to the query image Q, the system filters out the most similar images 
using a so called causal based similarity tree. The information causal net (ICN) is then 
formed between the best candidate images rather than all collection of images and the query 
image. ICN indicates the similarity between the image, I, and the query, Q, by computing 
the probability that defines the belief in satisfying Q by giving image I . The most similar 
image with respect to Q is the one with greatest probability. This research is specific to 
retrieve images with the same spafial relationships. It is not generic for other applications. 
In addition, effects of affine transformation in a given query are not considered. Moreover, 
partial and incremental image recall are not functions for retrieval. However, the idea of 
pruning non-related data has been proposed. 
For the retrieval systems stated above, the principal of content-based retrieval from image 
database systems is shown in Figure 2.1. The image database systems consist of two areas: 
data area and index area. The data area stores images in compressed [10] [25] [45] or 
uncompressed form [15] [35] [39]. The index area accumulates derived attributes from each 
image. The attributes may simply be keywords [3] [25] [48] assigned to images or features 
extracted from image attributes, using image processing techniques. Some examples of the 
features are edges [32], shapes of objects in images [15] [35] [25], spatial relationships and 
object features such as 
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of image database systems 
shape, size, colour, [10] [33] [35] [54], wavelet transform coefficients [39] [45], colour 
histogram [25] [68], and combinations of image features [10] [35] [25] [48]. 
Users pose their queries through an application program that links to the user interface 
software. Image queries can be classified as query by keywords [10] [25] [48], query by 
sketch [15] [39] [48] [54], and query by example [45] [13] [35]. For query by sketch, a user 
draws a closed contour representing an object in an image. The combination of many image 
features is employed to form a query. Some examples of those features are colour [48], 
shape of objects and their spatial relationships [10]. 
The interface then passes the queries to the query processing software arranging the queries 
into the same data format as the stored index, in order to compare them. The image retrieval 
software compares arranged queries with index and then retrieves images that are most 
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suitable to selection criteria. The software determines successful image candidates, based 
on techniques of similarity measure. The choice of similarity measure totally depends on 
the choice of extracted features. For instance, a suitable similarity measure for keywords is 
simply an algorithm providing effective sub-string search. In contrary, the sub-string 
algorithm is not suitable for features like wavelet transform coefficients in [45]. From 
reviewed literature, it is clear that similarity measures are cohesive to extracted features 
used as index. 
From the reviewed literature, the first disadvantage, which is a major one, is that 
application requirements are inherent in the existing image database systems. The change 
of application requirements profoundly affects the systems. Extracted features are not 
applicable to new applications. For instance, it is not possible to retrieve an image with 
spatial relationship of objects from a system providing significant transform coefficients of 
images. The problem stems from image representation since features are derived attributes 
based on underlying image models. The derived attributes are not intrinsic to natural mean 
of images unless the model embodies image meaning. Unfortunately, most image 
representations rely on models, pixels or groups of pixels, that impede appearance of 
constitutional entities. Secondly, there is no full support of image database functionalities 
[77]. For instance, a system described in [25] provides only low resolution image browsing. 
In [10], which is a client-server application, the system provides only retrieval functions. 
Next, the storage space required for images and index is large. This is even more so when 
stored images are not compressed. Moreover, the index area demands additional storage 
space and consumes computing time to create. It is useful if a representation of compressed 
images provides information that can be employed as an index. This increases storage space 
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for both data area and index area. Besides, there is no additional time needed for index 
creation since the process of compression automatically incurs an embedded index. 
Unfortunately, such a representation that provides embedded information in the compressed 
domain is not available. An idea of the representation is proposed in [50]. It is clear that 
extensive research is required to create one. Finally, retrieval by keywords is not always 
appropriate for image data stream. An image has a multitude of meanings and users may 
retrieve the same image for different reasons. It is difficult to define a complete set of 
keywords. Moreover, keyword definition is subject to annotators and there is no agreement 
of meaning of words used to describe images. 
As stated in Section 2.1, this study aims to address the retrieval aspect of content-based 
retrieval. It is an assumption of the study that images are encoded in terms of constituent 
semantic entities. The goal of this study is to define suitable image features of a semantic 
entity for content-based retrieval and their corresponding metrics. A sketch of a closed 
contour representing an image shape is employed as an image query. The retrieval scheme 
is based on partial similarity measures, since an image query may differ to the original 
image in terms of scale, translation, rotafion, and possibly deformation. 
2.2.2 REVIEW OF IMAGE-CODING TECHNIQUES 
To have a clear vision of content-based retrieval, a review of image-coding techniques is 
briefly presented. From the literature, existing retrieval systems extract image features from 
data streams representing images. The data streams may be in compressed or uncompressed 
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format. The stream is defined over an image model. The model assumes that an image is a 
collection of pixel intensities, arranged in the form of a two-dimensional array. In practice, 
in most image databases a compressed data stream is more desirable than an uncompressed 
one. State of the art image compression methods optimally produce data streams 
representing images in terms of storage space. A study of image compression techniques 
clarifies how to acquire data streams from an image. This leads to an idea to extract content 
of an image from the compressed data stream. Image-coding techniques can be classified 
into two major schemes, namely pixel coding and block coding. Block coding can be 
further divided into three schemes [9] [64] : filter bank coding, transform coding, and block 
quantisation coding. Block truncation coding and vector quantisation coding are subclasses 
of block quantisation schemes. A diagram of image coding schemes is shown in Figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2: A diagram of image coding schemes 
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In the pixel-coding paradigm, each pixel brightness value is coded using relationships 
among neighborhood pixels, and the coded image can achieve a very low bit rate. For 
example, Difference Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) codes the difference between 
neighborhood pixel brightness values in a pixel by pixel manner along the row on the entire 
image. In the simplest case, the DPCM coded value is the difference of a current pixel 
brightness value and its preceding value on the same row. The left most pixel value on the 
row will not be changed. This may gain high compression ratio but the result does not 
retain any structure that is beneficial for searching. 
Block coding schemes divide an image into sub-blocks and code each sub-block 
individually. The integration of coded sub-blocks forms a compressed image. Three 
categories under this scheme are now described. 
Filter-Bank Coding. Filter-bank coding applies two-band or M-band filter banks to 
decompose an image into sub-images with a limited bandwidth compared to the original 
image. Figure 2.3 shows the original image and the subband images. Reconstruction of the 
original image is the inverse process, using two-band or M-band synthesis filter banks. 
Using a conjugate quadrature filter (CQF) [46] it is possible to attain perfect synthesis of 
the original image from the analysed components. The relationship between the analysis 
and synthesis CQ filters for the one-dimensional case is given in Equation (2.1) where L is 
the length of the filters, hi(n) and h2(n) are the analysis filters, gi(n) and g2(n) are the 
synthesis filters. Each subband image shown in Figure 2.3 contains specific information 
that may be beneficial for searching. For example, Low-High and High-Low subband 
images contain edges that are the skeleton of the original image. However, they call for 
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additional work to identify salient edges that constitute semantic entities. By assuming 
separability of the equivalent two-dimensional filters, the implementation for images is 
achieved by successive application of the one-dimensional filters on the image rows and 
columns. Figure 2.4 depicts a four-band split of an input image, ; the reconstructed 
image, denoted asx(m,/z), is shown in Figure 2.5. In an image compression system, the 
output of the analysis filters is suitably quantised and entropy coded, thereby incurring 
some fidelity loss in the reconstructed image x(m,n). 
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Figure 2.5: A subband synthesis block diagram 
Transform Coding. The main idea of transform coding [58] is to apply a unitary transform 
to pack most of the energy of the image into relatively few transform coefficients. To 
encode an image, an encoder partitions an image into square blocks and applies a unitary 
transform to each block. Transform coefficients are then quantised and coded to represent 
the image. To reconstruct the image, a decoder dequantises the coefficients and then 
employs an inverse transform to each block. The reconstructed image may loose visual 
fidelity due to quantisation. Unitary transforms of interest are the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) and the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The JPEG (Joint 
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Photographers Expert Group) coding standard is also based on transform coding using the 
DCT [60] [75]. Transform coding can achieve a high compression ratio but there are no 
clues for searching from coded transform coefficients. However, with additional 
processing, image structures may be recalled from the transform coefficient domain. For 
instance, Progressive Image Transmission (PIT) based on transform coding [59] and the 
Mandala/cosine domain [36] may be suitable for searching with additional processing. 
Block Quantisation Coding. Block quantisation coding schemes have two categories, 
block truncation coding ( BTC ) and vector quantisation ( VQ ), based on the characteristics 
of two quantisation techniques, scalar and vector quantisation, respectively. The basic block 
truncation encoder partitions an image into square blocks and then computes the average 
and standard deviation of each block. The encoder creates bit planes for each block by 
assigning the pixel values that are less than the block mean to zero and the rest to one. This 
procedure is equivalent to a scalar quantisation process using each block mean as a 
quantised parameter. The mean, the standard deviation, and the bit plane of each block are 
then coded to form the compressed image. To reconstruct the image, the decoder replaces 
the zeros and ones of each block with a and b that are computed from the following 
equations: 
a = X + (J^ 1 — (2.2) 
m- q 
+ (2.3) 
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where x , cr, m and ^ are the block mean, the standard deviation, the number of block 
pixels, and the number of block pixels assigned to one, respectively. To encode an image, 
basic vector quantisation partitions the image into rectangular or square blocks (vectors) 
and then compares each vector to a predefined vector set (codebook) to obtain the best 
match between the image vector and the codebook vector. Each codebook vector has an 
index that can be stored or transmitted to represent the image. The basic vector quantisation 
decoder reconstructs the original image by comparing a coded index to the codebook index 
and replaces the coded index with a corresponding codevector at the decoder side. One of 
the interesting features of the VQ technique is simplicity of a decoder that needs only a 
table look up procedure. A number of tasks such as creating a predefined codebook and 
matching an input vector with a codebook vector are undertaken by an encoder. In general, 
a VQ coded image does not retain any image structures. However, if a codebook is 
organised in the tree fashion, an image can be recalled with multi-resolution. This 
technique is known as Tree-structured VQ [21]. 
Image-coding paradigm based on pixels and blocks of pixels may not be suitable for 
content-based retrieval. The appearance of image content is obscure when coding 
individual pixel or pixels arranged into blocks regardless of visual mean. However, some 
block coding techniques such as Tree-structured VQ and PIT, with additional work, may be 
suitable representations for content-based retrieval. Those techniques represent images in a 
multi-resolution fashion, so that image structures such as edges are gradually visible. 
Identification of dominant edges forms a sensible entity, which is a delegate of image 
content. This idea makes the compressed data stream supportive to content-based retrieval. 
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Another possible solution to support content-based retrieval is to group pixels into 
polygonal stationary regions or into regions possessing high level semantical meaning such 
as objects. The regions are then encoded. The encoded data stream must be randomly 
accessible, individually decodable, and uniquely identifiable. The data stream is suitable for 
content-based retrieval and for effective manipulation. Algorithms that encode regions 
resulting from pixel grouping into data streams call for further extensive research: 
However, the research is beyond the scope of this study. 
2.3 CONCEPTUAL ISSUES OF CONTENT-
BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 
CBIR relates to at least three different perspectives, namely retrieval aspect, database 
aspect, and data representation aspect. For the retrieval aspect, there are five issues related 
to successful retrieval based on content: image model, image attributes, image queries, 
image features, and image metrics. Each issue contributes to the success of content-based 
retrieval from image archives. 
Image models. Image models play an important role for the success of content-based 
retrieval. They also contribute to the efficiency of data manipulation. A model that well 
defines constituent entities and their relationships is useful for data management in both the 
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access and storage aspect. Section 2.3.1 proposes an image model that encourages content-
based retrieval. 
Image attributes. Image attributes are entities that identify images. The choice of image 
attributes is significant for content-based retrieval. If the attributes cannot well represent the 
image content, the success of retrieval by content is impeded. For example, retrieval using a 
particular image colour may call for further browsing the image set, since there may be 
many images that have the same colour. The architecture of image attributes is given in 
Section 2.3.2. The shape of an object in an image is an attribute employed for retrieval in 
this study. 
Image queries. A query should be intuitive to human perception, so that it reflects the 
appearance of intended images. Moreover, the query should be intrinsic to image content. 
Section 2.3.2 describes classifications of image queries. A sketch of a closed contour 
representing a shape of an object is the type of query used in this study. The sketch of an 
object shape is intuitive to human vision and cohesive to the content of an intended image. 
Image features. Image features are derived attributes representing physical attributes of 
images. Application requirements determine which physical attributes are suitable. The 
features are then derived from the physical attributes and serve as image delegates for 
comparison during retrieval. For instance, the size of tumors and their spatial relationships 
are an interesting property in medical applications. Many image-processing techniques are 
available to convert the property into a numerical data stream that facilitates effective data 
manipulation. Image features are the second factor that dominates content-based retrieval 
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apart from the image model. Features derived from image attributes that are cohesive to 
image meaning are desirable for CBIR. Moreover, the features dominate the similarity 
measure of an image query and image candidates. For instance, substring search is 
appropriate for a feature like keyword descriptors. Euclidean distance is suitable for a 
numerical feature representing a point in multidimensional space. Chapter 3 briefly 
describes issues of image features and examines the features used in this study. 
Image metrics. Image metrics serve as milestones to measure the similarity between two 
images. Most image databases retrieve images based on partial similarity between a query 
and image candidates. In practice, a query provided by a user may not completely describe 
an image of interest. Therefore, similarity matching is more appropriate than an exact 
match. Image metrics measure a distance between two features representing images. The 
smaller the distance, the higher the similarity. The choice of a metric depends largely on the 
features used for retrieval. Section 3.5 considers metrics used in this study. 
2.3.1 IMAGE MODEL 
The success of content-based image retrieval systems is largely influenced from appropriate 
image models and representations. First of all, there is a need to distinguish between image 
model and image representation. The model serves as an image data structure, whereas the 
representation is the physical data stream resulting from the implementation of.the 
structure. Image retrieval can be achieved by access through the data stream, but not the 
model. This is analogous to conventional data structures like linked lists. The list structure 
is a model for actual implementations. Access of a linked list is the access through the 
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implementation. Since the model well defines the image content, access and storage of the 
physical data stream are tantamount to image data management based on content. 
For this study, an image model that is suitable for content-based retrieval is now proposed. 
The model consists of physical and logical models. The physical model embodies semantic 
entities of images. They are composed of groups of pixels retaining high level information 
perceived as visual objects. Some of them are collections of other entities. Each entity can 
be randomly accessible, individually decodable, and uniquely identifiable. Attributes 
derived from each entity are cohesive to image semantics. The attributes induce a flexible 
index. In addition, the attributes are portable and reusable for various applications. 
Relationships among the semantic entities form a logical model. The logical model may 
consist of more than one relafionship. The number of relationships is subject to 
interpretation of image meaning. For instance, a semantic entity in a physical model may be 
encoded by many methods such as moments of object shape [63], polygons of shape 
contour [41], colour histograms of interested region[25], or chain code[28]. Encoding 
methods for spatial relationship of objects in [10], [35], and [33] illustrate the physical 
mean of relationships in logical models. Figure 2.6 shows the conceptual idea of logical and 
physical models. 
In this thesis, an image model is proposed. However, procedures to acquire such a model 
automatically and its representation are beyond the scope of this study. Further research is 
required for both automatic modeling and representation. 
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2.3.2 ARCHITECTURE OF IMAGE ATTRIBUTES 
Attributes are entities belonging to images. The attributes characterise images, so that 
image identification is available by manipulation of the attributes. For effective retrieval, 
transformation of the attributes into managerial formats is compulsory. The data streams 
resulting from the transformation are called features. Comparison of the two images makes 
use of those features rather than of the corresponding attributes. 
Image attributes can be divided into two categories: external and internal attributes. 
External attributes are image related information that is not intrinsic to the image itself. For 
example, date and time when the image was taken are external attributes. The file name is 
also an external attribute. In addition, radiologist's naming of a magnetic resonance image 
is one of the external attributes. Internal attributes have two sub-classes: high level 
attributes and low level attributes. High level attributes describe the image meaning in 
terms of human perception. Abstraction of image description such as a picture of a car, a 
photo of New York is a good example for high level attributes. Objects in an image are 
considered as high level attributes. A specific region that substitutes perceptual meaning 
such as sea, mountains, or background is also a high level attribute. High level attributes are 
subject to interpretation of individuals. Low level attributes stand for entities that do not 
demonstrate any mean when assessed individually. For example, points, lines, colours, 
textures, or areas are stand-alone entities that conceal optical perception. In fact, the 
combination of stand-alone entities makes up meaningful entities. For instance, an object in 
an image may consist of a closed curve with a specific texture or colour inside. High level 
attributes are more appropriate than low level ones to refer as image content. However, 
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automatic determination of high level attributes from unstructured data streams is difficult. 
Figure 2.7 illustrates a block diagram of image attributes. 
Image 
External Internal 
Attributes Attributes 
High-level 
Attributes 
Low-level 
Attributes 
Figure 2.7: A block diagram of image attributes 
It is the aim of this study to investigate retrieval aspect of content-based retrieval. The 
attribute used for retrieval is closed contours forming shapes of objects or semantic entities. 
2.3.3 QUERY CLASSIFICATION 
An image query is a question posed for an answer from image databases. The answer would 
be an image or a set of images closest to the query in terms of the assessment criteria. To 
process the query, retrieval mechanisms transform the query into a pre-selected format, 
called features, and then compare the features with predefined features used as index. User 
interface software assists users to generate queries. In practice, users may have some parts 
of information to specify a query as a search specification. The query should be intuitive to 
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human perception. Image queries can be classified into three types, namely query by 
abstraction, query by given example, and query by sketch. 
(i) Query by abstraction: a query is simply a keyword representing 
image meaning. The query is subject to user interpretation. This may 
lead to unsuccessful searches even though the keyword exists in the 
image database. 
(ii) Query by given example: User interface software facilitates users to 
form a query. The query may be a full resolution image [13] [35] 
[45], the colour of specific regions [25] [48], shapes of objects [7], or 
combinations of many attributes [10] [25] [48]. The variety of 
attributes provided by the user interface enlarges the user capability 
to detail a search specification. 
(iii) Query by sketch: A user specifies an image by sketching. This would 
be the simplest form of a query in terms of the graphical user 
interface. In addition, the sketch allows the user to graphically 
annotate the appearance of the target image posed as a query. 
Besides, the user is emancipated from limitation of user interface 
software providing queries by examples. However, the sketch may 
differ from an original image of interest in terms of scale, 
orientation, and some degree of deformation. 
For this study, a sketch query is given as a search specification since sketching is intuitive 
to visual mean of users. In practice, user interface software of image database systems may 
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provide more than one form of query. Some of them allow queries in feature combination 
form. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
From the literature, image-coding techniques serve as image representations in terms of 
storage requirements. The existing representations impair effective data management. This 
causes profound impact on content-based retrieval. Images should be encoded in terms of 
constituent semantic entities and their relationships. There are five issues related to content-
based retrieval; image models, image attributes, image queries, image features, and image 
metrics. Firstly, an image model defines an image data structure. When the structure is well 
defined, access to the data stream encoding the structure is tantamount to access image by 
content. Secondly, image attributes are entities belonging to images. The attributes that well 
represent image content are desirable for content-based retrieval. Thirdly, an image query is 
a question posed for retrieval. The query should be intuitive to human perception and 
cohesive to image content. Next, image features are derived attributes representing an 
image. If the features are intrinsic to visual mean of images, they are portable, reusable, and 
adaptive for many applications. Finally, image metrics determine the similarity of two 
images using image features. 
CHAPTER 3 
IMAGE FEATURES AND 
METRICS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Requirements of image database applications determine which attributes to be used for 
retrieval. The attributes are then transformed into image features using image processing 
techniques. The features represent images for retrieval. They are in the numeral formats so 
that they are easily manipulated with regards to both storage and retrieval perspectives. 
Besides, the numerical data stream enhances indexing capability of image databases. This 
will improve response time of the database systems. Image features can be categorised as 
follows. 
• Shape. Grouping of pixels into an optically perceived entity could be seen as an 
object. Object shapes are important information used by the human visual 
system to discriminate objects in a scene. Features extracted from shape are 
widely used in image database systems especially in medical applications. Some 
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techniques to obtain shape features are fractal interpolation [47], contour 
approximation [2], polygonal approximation [41], and shape skeleton [28]. 
Spatial relationship. The positions of objects in images and their relationships 
are widely used in medical applications. Additional shape information fulfils the 
application requirements. For instance, a doctor may request for x-ray images in 
databases that have a tumor in the same position as the patient at hand. Spatial 
orientation graph [29] and sweep line representation [56] are a few techniques 
representing spatial relationships. 
Colour. Information of colour distribution can be obtained from image colour 
model such as RGB and YUV models. Global and local histograms are 
primitive data sets and pose no difficulty to acquire. However, they seem not to 
be unique identifiers when the number of images in a database is large. Spatial 
relations of the colour distribution are additional information enhancing 
uniqueness of the colour information. For instance, hyper-polygon of local 
histogram bins in [24] captures colour distribution in terms of local histograms 
and their relations in 3D colour space. Colour is beneficial for users to define an 
example when image appearance in other domains is obscure. 
Texture. Texture is an optical pattern that obtains homogeneous structures 
composed of various colours or intensity. The structures are smoothness, 
coarseness, and regularity. For example, homogeneous structures represent 
visual perception of image regions seen as sea, cloud, fabric and bricks. The 
structures identify characteristics of image regions when features like shape and 
colour cannot be employed. 
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• Domain dependent features. In some cases, retrieval systems define features 
based on a priori knowledge of a specific set of images. The knowledge forms a 
complete set of precise information about the images. The information is then 
utilised to define image features for an application at hand. Those features are 
intrinsic to application domains. For instance, a system in [53] collects human 
face images. Since a human face is well defined in structure so the system 
employs the knowledge to extract features from the face. Another example of 
domain dependent features is features extracted from butterfly shapes [71]. 
When the use of general features such as shapes, colour, etc. is not effective and 
a priori knowledge can be obtained, it is useful to apply domain dependent 
features. 
Apart from the categories stated above, features can also be classified into two main 
categories namely spatial-domain features and transform-domain features. The features 
acquiring from image without any transformation are called spatial-domain features. In 
contrary, features extracted from data stream resulting from image transformation such as 
DCT or wavelet transforms are transform-domain features. For instance, colour histogram 
and polygonal shape of histogram bin in [25] has been obtained without any image 
transformation whereas colour histogram in [45] acquired from wavelet domain of Y-,U-, 
and V-subimage. Both generic features and domain dependent features can be defined in 
spatial-domain and transform-domain when they are suitable for an application at hand. 
Shape dominates the discrimination power of human vision. Many psychological 
experiments [23] use shape as a primary feature to measure similarity in visually perceived 
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forms. This is also confirmed by other experiments in [74]. Shape is considered as high 
level attributes conveying perceptual mean of pixels grouping in regions in an image. 
Integration of lines and curves in a region, forming a shape of a hand is more visually 
sensible than distribution of colours in the same region [76]. Therefore, this study defines 
shape as a high level attribute representing a semantic entity. Features derived from shape 
information are employed for retrieval purpose. 
Basically, there are two methods to represent a region namely region-based and boundary-
based representations. The region-based methods describe internal pixel characteristics 
constituting the region. They are quad-tree [62], texture and topological descriptor [28], 
moment invariant [72], and others. The boundary-based methods explore external 
characteristics forming the region. Some of the methods are chain code [8], Fourier 
descriptor [79], and polygonal approximation [41]. Data stream resulting from 
representation methods is a feature for comparison. 
Promising features enormously influence effective retrieval of image database systems. An 
ideal feature should have some or all of the following characteristics. 
• Intuitive meaning: The feature should provide information that is intrinsic to 
user perception. 
• Computationally inexpensive: The feature should be easily obtained so as to 
reduce system burden especially in large image databases. 
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• Discrimination power: The feature should be able to discriminate non-relevant 
images rapidly, using a suitable metric. 
• Invariant to affine transformation: The feature should be non-sensitive with 
scale, rotation, and translation. 
For the following reasons, this study nominates moment invariants, Fourier descriptor, and 
wavelet descriptor, extracted from shape of semantic entities, as features. Firstly, among all 
attributes, shape is intuitive to human perception. This is confirmed by many studies in 
psychology [23] [74]. Thus, shape features should be a sensible representation of semantic 
entities in an image. Secondly, all the nominated features are shape features that incur 
inexpensive computation. From definition, computing moment of an image is simple. It is 
more so when applied to a binary shape image, as employed in this study. The other 
methods, the Fourier and wavelet descriptor, are based on Fourier transform and wavelet 
transform, respectively. Computing complexities of the transforms are low. Next, the 
features are invariant to affine transformation. This is important, because in practice a given 
query may differ from the original image in terms of scale, translation, and rotation. Any 
feature used for comparison should be insensitive to those effects as much as possible. 
Finally, the nominated features have properties to identify a target image and discriminate 
unrelated images. The experimental results in Chapter 5 will demonstrate the discrimination 
power of each nominated feature and will compare their performance. 
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3.2 MOMENT INVARIANTS 
Moments are important image descriptors used in pattern recognition [17] [44] and 
computer vision [22]. In general, moments describe an image as a numeric function with 
respect to a reference axis or frame and can be defined as 
where / (x,y) is a density distribution function of image. The uniqueness theorem [37] 
declares that if f(x,y) is piece wise continuous and has nonzero values only in a fmite region 
of the xy plane; then moments of all orders exist. In other words, the moment set {m^^} is 
uniquely determined by f(x,y); and conversely, /fx,yj is uniquely determined by {rripq}. The 
center of mass of an image of interest can be found from the two first-order moments, 
whereas the second-order moments defme useful image features such as radius of gyration. 
Algebraic moment invariants were initially announced by Hu in [37] and can be defined as 
0 ( 1 ) = / ^ 2 O + / ^ O 2 ( 3 2 ) 
(f)(2) = I (33) 
0 ( 3 ) = ( / / 3 O + ( 3 / ^ 2 1 -^03)' ( 3 4 ) 
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0(5) = (//30 - 3/̂ 12 )(//30 + l ^ n )[(M30 + - X M 21 "̂ /̂ os) ] 
+ (3//21 -/^03)(/^21 +/^03)[3(//30 + A 2 ) ' " +>"03)'] (3-6) 
0(6) = (//20 - MO2 )((M30 + - (/̂ 21 + /̂ 03 ) 
+ +Mi2)(M2I +M03) (3.7) 
0(7) = (3//21 - //03 )(>"30 + >"12 ) • [(/̂ 30 - 3/̂ 12 - XMll + Mo3 ] 
- iM30 - 3/̂ ,2 )(/̂ 21 + /̂ 03) • [3(/̂ 30 + > " 1 2 - (M21 +M03)'] (3.8) 
where 
M p , = \ ( x - x y i y - y y f ( x , y ) d x d y (3.9) 
- mio - moi 
and = — ^ , y = — ^ 
moo ^00 
Hu's algebraic functions are invariant under rotation, reflection, and translation. 
Substitution of central moment (ju^^) with normalised central moment (tĵ ^) makes those 
functions also become invariant under scale change. 
where r = — + 1 (3-10) 
Moo 2 
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By definition, the regular moment has the form of projection onto monomial x^y'^ that the 
basis set while complete is not orthogonal. In addition, regular moment is vulnerable to 
noise. Moreover, regular moment invariants for all objects that have n-fold symmetries are 
all zero [57]. Orthogonal moments based on orthogonal basis functions have been 
introduced by Teague in [73] to overcome problems affiliated to regular moments. Zemike 
moments are the projection of an image function onto a set of Zemike complex 
polynomials [5] which form a complete orthogonal set over the interior of the unit circle. 
They are less sensitive to noise than regular moments. Besides, the complexity of 
computing Zemike moments is insignificant. The Zemike moment of order n with 
repetition 1 for an image function f(x,y) is defined as 
n + l 
n 
f{x,y)V\p,e)dxdy (3.11) 
where 
K/ J) = (P^^) = K,n (P) exp(77^) (3.12) 
and 
72 is a positive integer or zero 
/ is a positive or negative integer, n-\m\ is even and |m|<= n 
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R ^ P ) 
"HI" 
= I ( -D' ( n - i ) ! 
s=0 
Si 
n + 
- s 
n -
- s 
(3.13) 
Because of the orthogonality property of Zemike moments, image information is obtained 
exclusively by difference moment order. For example, the zero-order moment represents 
the mean intensity of an image function, whereas the first-order moments are related to the 
centre of mass of an image. In general, low-order moments capture gross shape 
information, and image details are represented by higher-order moments. Zemike moments 
can be defined in terms of regular moments. 
n + l n q I S I K - o ' TU k=l j=Om=Q V /V y ^nlkMk-2 j-l+m,2 j+l-n 
(3.14) 
with n-\l\ is even and \l\<= n 
= ( -1 ) 
(.n-k)/2 [ { n + k ) / 2 V . 
[ ( n - k ) / 2 ] \ [ ( k + l ) / 2 ] \ [ ( k - l ) / 2 ] 
for (n-k) is even 
(3.15) 
A pattern recognition system should deprive the effects of affine transformation. Rotation 
invariance is an important property of Zemike moments, and when computed using 
equation (3.14), they could achieve rotation and translation invariance. After substitution of 
equation (3.10) into equation (3.14), the end result is the equation for computing Zemike 
moments, invariant to scale, rotation, and translation of a query image. 
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From definition in (3.1), f(x,y) is an image. In this study, binary images representing the 
shape of objects are used. One obvious advantage of the use of binary shapes is less 
computing complexity. Since f(x,y) becomes a binary shape, computation is not required for 
every pixel. In fact, the computation undertaken depends upon the existence of pixels 
representing the shape. 
3.3 FOURIER DESCRIPTOR 
The Fourier transform is a well-known mathematical tool. The transform relates a function 
f(x), which is a spatial or time domain function, to a complex function of frequency : F(u). 
It can be written as 
F(u) = (3.16) 
—oo 
where 
= cosilmx) - j sinilmx) (3.17) 
The inverse Fourier transform can be written as 
f(x)= (3.18) 
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It is generally more convenient to express F{U) in polar rather than Cartesian coordinate 
form. 
FIU)= (3.19) 
where \F(U)\ is the magnitude and (P is the phase. The square of the magnitude is called the 
energy density oif(x). 
In practice, the integrals in 3.16 can be reduced to the summation of the sampled points of 
f(x) so the discrete version of Fourier transform and the inverse transform are written as 
(3.20) 
where N is the number of points along the function f(x), which are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed. The inverse transform is 
N-\ 
= (3.21) 
M=0 
where u is the discrete frequency variable that constitute the function fix) 
The shape of an object in the x-y plane can be represented as a sequence of coordinate pairs 
in the plane. The coordinates may start from an arbitrary point (xo,yo) and traverse along the 
boundary in clockwise manner as shown in Figure 3.1. The sequence of coordinates can be 
written as 
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s(k) = [x(k),y(k)] for /: = 0,1,2,...,iV-1 (3.22) 
where N is the number of points in the boundary. Each point can be considered as a 
complex number. 
s(k) = x(k) + jyik) (3.23) 
The discrete Fourier transform of s(k) is 
a{u) = —ys(k)Qxp[-j27ruk/N] = (3.24) 
Nti 
for u = 0,1,2,...,N-i.A(u) and (/)(u) are the magnitude and phase of a(u), respectively. 
a(u) is called the Fourier descriptor of the boundary. Fourier descriptors contain shape 
information and can be employed as an image feature. 
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Figure 3.1: A shape boundary represented as a sequence of 
coordinate pairs 
It is preferable that shape descriptors are as little sensitive as possible to changing of scale, 
rotation, and translation. In addition, invariance to starting points is also desirable. 
Generally, Fourier descriptors are sensitive to affine transformation and starting point. 
However, the change of Fourier descriptors under affine transformation is well-defined 
[28]. 
Assume that s(k) is a coordinate sequence and that s\k) is obtained from rotating s(k) by 
e, scaling s(k) by a , translating s(k) by and shifting the starting point by /. It is 
obvious that s\k) can be written as 
s'{k)==as{k-l)e (3.25) 
The Fourier descriptor of s'(k) is 
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a \ i i ) = — J ^ s U ) e x p [ - j 2 m i / c / N ] (3.26) ^ it=0 
Substitute from (3.25) into (3.26) 
2 yv-i 
a { u ) = — Y , C ( s { k - l ) e ' ' j l m k I N ] 
^ k=0 
= - O e x p [ y ^ - j l m k l N ] 
with m = k - l this yields 
a \ u ) = — Y a s ( m ) e x p [ j 6 - j 2 m i ( m + l ) / N ] 
J i W - i - l 
= — ^ a s ( m ) Q x p [ - j 2 m i m / N ] Q x p [ j d - j l m l / N ] 
^ m--l 
= a a { u ) Q x p [ j 9 - j l m l / N ] 
= a A ( u ) Q x p [ j ^ { u ) ] Q x p [ j O - j l T T u U N ] 
= (3.27) 
where A X u ) = a A { u ) and ( l ) \ u ) = ( p { u ) + 0 - I m U N 
It is clear that a(u) in (3.24) and a(u) in (3.27) are related. This can be employed to 
measure similarity between two shapes. 
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3.4 WAVELET DESCRIPTOR 
Section 3.4 is divided into two subsections. The first subsection briefly describes the 
wavelet transform, and the definition of wavelet descriptors is given in Section 3.4.2. 
3.4.1 THE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
The wavelet transform uses scaled and translated versions of a mother wavelet \i/{t). They 
are derived as [1] 
- 1 / 2 a ¥ a 
\ / 
(3.28) 
The mother wavelet has to satisfy the following admissibility condition 
0) 
dco< (3.29) 
where ^(¿y) is the Fourier transform of {¡/{t). 
Wavelet can be designed such that t-kyj,kE Z is an orthonormal basis for 
. All functions / E can be represented by a linear combination of shifted and 
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scaled versions of the mother wavelet. Therefore, a function can be written in terms of 
wavelet expansion as follows. 
= j . k e Z (3.30) k j 
where the set of expansion coefficients ajj^ is called the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
of f(t). The conceptual idea of wavelets is better explained in the form of a multiresolution 
analysis. Multiresolution analysis, which is a mathematical concept adopted for signal 
analysis, consists of a series of spaces 
VjCzL'm, jsZ (3.31) 
where 
...CV2 c ^ i ^K) ciK-i c:V_2 c . . . 
with 
and 
JeZ 
jeZ 
These spaces describe successive approximation spaces. For a given function f(t), a 
successive projection of f(t) onto spaces Vj gives approximations of the function. Let (p 
denote a so-called scaling function. The dilated and translated versions are 
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= keZ (3.32) 
For any j, the functions (pj^ in (3.32) form an orthonormal basis for Vj. The scaling 
function has to satisfy the following condition. 
(pit) = Y,h{n)42(p{2t -n) neZ (3.33) 
where the coefficients h(n) are a sequence of real or complex numbers, called the scaling 
function coefficients, the scaling filter, or the scaling vector. The term yfl maintains the 
norm of the scaling function with the scale of two. The approximation of function/frj can 
be written in terms of projections onto subspaces Vj as 
f j ( 0 = J , a . , c p . ^ t ) (3.34) 
where is {f{t),(pj,^{t)) 
The important features of a function or a signal is additionally described by an orthonormal 
set of functions y/j ,̂  (r) that spans the difference between the spaces spanned by the various 
scales of the scaling function. A space Wj is the orthogonal complement of Vj in space 
such that 
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Vj_,=Vj@Wj y . i w . (3.35) 
Since wavelets dwell in the space spanned by the next narrower scaling function, they can 
be written in terms of the scaling function in (3.33) 
y/(t) = {n)42(p{2t -n) nsZ (3.36) 
For finite N, the relationship of h(n) in (3.33) and h^(n) in (3.36) is 
h^(n) = (-iyh(N-l-n) (3.37) 
where N has to be even 
A set of functions (Pĵ îO and y/j ,,(t) could span all of so the approximation of any 
function/fO G can be written as a series expansion in terms of the scaling function 
and wavelets 
f(t)= £ c(k)n,(t) + 2 tdiMXl^jA') (3-38) 
when 
c(k) = (/)) = m (3.39) 
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dU,k) = { f i t W ^ (o ) = j f m M (3.40) 
and 
c(k) the coarse approximation coefficients 
d(j,k) the, details approximation coefficients 
One of the important properties that make wavelets suitable for signal analysis or 
approximation is locality. For the Fourier analysis, an approximation of a signal is based on 
sine and cosine functions of infinite duration. This makes ineffective approximation for a 
class of non-stationary signals. In contrary, the mother wavelet generates a set of functions 
that differs in scale and space. The variety of dilated and translated versions of wavelets 
offers proper choices for approximation. Moreover, wavelets have a compact support over a 
predefined interval, so that wavelets vanish outside the interval. This admits wavelets to 
represent non-stationary signals effectively. 
3.4.2 WAVELET DESCRIPTORS 
The idea to describe a shape using the wavelet transform is analogous to the idea of the 
Fourier descriptor. The wavelet descriptor represents a shape by applying the wavelet 
transform to a sequence of coordinates of a closed curve that represents the shape 
boundary. Wavelet coefficients that are the result of the transform obtain shape information 
that can be employed for shape retrieval. The coefficients are so-called the wavelet 
descriptor. 
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For a particular shape, a sequence of coordinates can be defined [12] as 
where 
a{t) = 
til) = l/L 
xit) 
y(t) 
0<1<L 
(3.41) 
t normalised arc length 
I arc length along the curve from the starting point t̂  
L total arc length 
wSince a closed contour incurs a periodic data stream, periodised wavelet transform is a 
proper choice. By applying the wavelet transform to a shape defined by (3.41), this yields 
where 
'x{t) 
yiO 
x^it) M + 1 
m=M-mQ 
x7(t) 
y:(t) 
n n 
are the approximation coefficients at scale M of the shape and 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
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are detail coefficients at scale m with m=M-mo being the finest scale and m=M being the 
coarsest scale. The wavelet coefficients a^'^, a^^ , d"" , and contain the shape y xn ir 
information and can be used as a planar curve descriptor called the wavelet descriptor. 
The descriptor shown in (3.43) and (3.44) is sensitive to the change of starting point. In 
Chapter 4, a new wavelet descriptor that is invariant to the starting point will be proposed. 
Moreover, the wavelet descriptor will be normalised in order to be invariant under affme 
transformation. 
3.5 IMAGE METRICS 
Image metrics are tools to measure similarity between two images. Similarity measure has 
been used for scientific classification since Aristotle built up an elaborate system to classify 
the species of the animal kingdom. The traditional taxonomist makes intuitive or subjective 
decisions of similarity based on perception, skill, or experience where as the numerical 
taxonomist decides based on estimations defined on similarity functions. Similarity plays 
an important role in the theories of knowledge and behaviour [74]. The success of any 
feature set in discriminating or categorizing images depends to some extent on the use of an 
appropriate similarity function. Similarity measures can be classified into three categories 
[63], namely, metric-based models, set-theoretic based models and decision-theoretic based 
models. This study chooses a metric-based model as a mean of similarity measure. The 
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model defines a distance function between two points in n-dimensional space. The smaller 
the distance, the more similarity is. 
A metric space is a set X with a distance function d where X^ such that \fx,y,ze X 
d{x,y)>0 and af(jc,j) = 0<=>x = y 
d{x,y) = d(y,x) 
dix,y) + diy,z)>d(x,z) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
The distance function can be defined as 
d^(x,y) = 
n 
/=i 
Mr 
r>\ (3.48) 
where x and y are two points in an n-dimensional space and i = l,2,...,n. The distance 
function as defined in equation (3.48) is known as Minkowski r-metric. The well-known 
Euclidean distance is a special case when r is equal to 2. The other cases of interest are 
when r is equal to 1 or . For r = 1, the distance is called the city-block metric and when r 
is equal to oo, the distance becomes 
j ) = max X,. - ŷ  (3.49) 
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Object shapes can be represented as n-dimensional feature vectors regarded as points in an 
n-dimensional space. The distance from a point of interest to others reveals the similarity 
perspective among them. 
The contribution of each feature to the distance function is not necessarily identical. In fact, 
it should depend on their discrimination power. Therefore, weighting the features according 
to their contribution incurs an accurate measure. The distance function can then be defined 
as 
n 
(=1 
Mr 
(3.50) 
where w. i = 1,2,3,...,« is a set of appropriate weights 
Numerical features such as moment invariants, Fourier descriptors, and wavelet descriptors 
lend themselves to comparison through these distance measures. This study employs 
Euclidean distance with an appropriate weighting set as a means of measuring similarity 
between two shapes. The assignment of weighting sets for the three features used in this 
study will be given in Section 5.2. 
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3.6 SUMMARY 
Image features are attributes derived from images. The features can be categorised into two 
categories namely, generic features and domain dependent features. The generic features 
can further be divided into shape, spatial relationship, colour, and texture. From another 
viewpoint, image features can be classified into spatial-domain features and transform-
domain features. This study nominates three image features to represent shapes of semantic 
entities such as objects. They are Zemike moment invariants, Fourier descriptors, and 
wavelet descriptors. Image metrics measure the similarity between two objects. 
CHAPTER 4 
PROPERTIES OF WAVELET 
DESCRIPTORS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
According to the compact support property of wavelets, the wavelet descriptor effectively 
describes details of shapes. The details are the important factor to discriminate different 
shapes. Therefore, the wavelet descriptor is able to efficiently discriminate shapes. To 
explain the properties of wavelet descriptors, it is worth to recall the Fourier descriptor. It is 
based on a Fourier transform defined over edge coordinates. The advantage of Fourier 
descriptors is to convert the two-dimensional problem into a one-dimensional one. 
However, the basis functions representing the descriptor are periodic. This results in an 
inefficient shape representation when two shapes are slightly different. In other words, 
Fourier descriptors represent gross shapes that are global features well, but not details that 
are local features. Wavelets are basis functions that have compact support defined over an 
interval. Local features representing details of shapes are properiy described by using 
wavelets. It is clear that shapes can be discriminated by their details rather than 
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global appearances. Therefore, this ensures that shapes are accurately represented by the 
wavelet descriptor. 
There are three major promising characteristics of the wavelet descriptor, to represent an 
object shape. Firstly, the work in [51] shows that the wavelet descriptor has a non-shrinking 
property. A common problem of curve representation is that the perimeter of the shape may 
become smaller when the curve convolves many times with some smoothing kernel like a 
Gaussian. This is known as the shrinkage problem. The shrinkage problem in the 
smoothing operations is due to the reduction in both high and low frequency components. 
Fortunately, this is not the case for the wavelet approximations. Secondly, the wavelet 
descriptor uniquely identifies shapes. Therefore, two different curves can not have the same 
descriptor. Finally, the wavelet descriptor has a stability property [12]. Stability means a 
small variation in the shape of curves will not incur an enormous change in the descriptor. 
Wavelet descriptors defined over edge coordinates have been proposed in [12]. The 
descriptor can be made invariant to affine transformation under the assumption of having 
the same staring point. A new wavelet descriptor that is invariant to the starting point is 
described in Section 4.3. Section 4.2 discloses the properties of the wavelet descriptor 
under affine transformation. A summary is given in Section 4.4. 
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4.2 THE INVARIANCE PROPERTIES OF 
WAVELET DESCRIPTOR 
The wavelet descriptor defined in (3.43) and (3.44) has promising properties for pattern 
recognition applications. It is desirable for a descriptor to be as insensitive as possible with 
respect to encountered variations and distortions. The wavelet descriptor is not directly 
invariant to affine transformation. In other words, the descriptor is sensitive to the change 
of scale, rotation, and transformation. However, the relationships of the variation are well 
defined. 
4.2.1 THE SCALING PROPERTY 
Assume that y(o' 
/(O 
are coordinates obtained from scaling the curve 
y(0 
by a . The 
vector xXO 
yXO 
can be written as 
y(t) 
/(O 
- a 
'x{t) 
y{t) 
M 'x:{t) 
a + \ a t / m-M-iriQ y:(t)_ 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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According to the linearity of the wavelet transform, the wavelet descriptor of the curve 
can be expressed by the wavelet coefficients of the curve 
x\t) 
y\t) 
x{t) 
y{t) 
and 
/M 
xn 
/M 
yn 
= a 
M 
Xn 
M 
yn 
\d 
Xn -a xn 
d7 dT . yn _ _ yn . 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Transforming the coefficients in equation (4.4) to polar coordinates yields 
and 
= arctan 
j/m 
V / 
= arctan 
\ y 
= arctan 
/ , w N 
> n 
d Xn 
\ / 
= € 
AT=p7n 1+fc: 1 = i ^ z ) + = 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
at and (l)T are the magnitude and the phase of the coefficients in (4.4) respectively. From 
(4.5) and (4.6), it is obvious that the phase of the coefficients is not affected by the scale 
change, whereas the magnitude is scaled by a .This property is also held for the 
approximation coefficients in (4.3). 
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4.2.2 THE ROTATION PROPERTY 
Let the curve 
At) 
y\t) 
be obtained by rotating the curve 4 0 ' anti-clockwise by an angle 
6 with the centre of gravity as the pivot point. The wavelet descriptor of the curve 
xXt) 
yXt) 
IS 
/M 
xn 
/M 
yn 
COS 9 
sind 
-sinO 
cosO 
a 
a 
M 
Xn 
M 
yn 
(4.7) 
nn 
Xn 
t m 
yn 
COS 6 
sin^ 
-sin^ 
cosO 'yn 
(4.8) 
According to the polar coordinate system 
we get 
dZ = A': cosC = A': and d j = A': cosf:, d" = Asin^ 
d'" =d'"cos0-d" sine Xn Xn yn 
= a:" cos (¡j; c o s e - a ; sin (S" sin 0 
= A ; c o s ( C + Ö ) = A:cos t f " 
Hence, 
(4.9) 
The conditions in (4.9) are also true for the approximation coefficients. 
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4.2.3 THE TRANSLATION PROPERTY 
Assume that the curve is translated by a distance , thus the curve can be written as 
'x\t) 
y\t) 
'x{t) 
y{t) 
+ (4.10) 
From the admissibility condition in (3.29), if y/it) decays faster than t for i ^ oo, then -1 
y/(t)dt = 0 (4.11) 
The curve 
At) 
yV) 
can be seen as f\t) = f{t) + b thus 
f\t)y/{t)dt= (f(t) + b)y/(t)dt 
f(t)y/(t)dt+ by/{t)dt (4.12) 
According to (4.11) the second term in (4.12) vanishes, which yields 
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f\tMt)dt= \f{t)y/(t)dt 
Therefore, the wavelet coefficients are invariant under translation. This is also true for 
periodised wavelet functions, which have integral limits from 0 to 1, employed for the 
wavelet descriptors. This mean that the wavelet coefficients d and d of the detail 
r xn yn 
signals x j (r) and y^ (t) are not affected by translation. Thus, the relationship betrween the 
coefficients of f \ t ) and f ( t ) is 
\d " 1 xn Xn 
d'" d " yn - yn _ 
(4.13) 
For the approximation coefficients, the periodised scaling functions can be written as 
From (3.32) 
1 1 oo 
(O^i = + = (t)dt 
leZ 0 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Let 
(4.17) 
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Substitue (4.17) into (4.16). This yields 
= ç{x)dx = 2 MU (4.18) 
The effect of translation to the approximation coefficients is 
( / ( r ) + (t)dt = {t)dt + {t)dt (4.19) 
Substitution of (4.18) into (4.19) yields 
1 1 
\ f { t ) + {t)dt = i { t ) d t + (4.20) 
This means that 
,M 
a . xn 
fM 
yn 
M 
MU 
MU 
(4.21) 
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Thus, translation affects only the approximation coefficients but not the detail coefficients. 
The relationships between the approximation and detail coefficients of f X t ) and f ( t ) are 
shown in (4.21) and (4.13), respectively. 
4.3 INVARIANCE TO STARTING POINT 
The properties of the wavelet descriptor stated in the above sections are based on one 
important assumption. The assumption is that the wavelet descriptor has the same starting 
point when the affine transformation is applied. This, however, is usually not the case in 
practice. This study proposes a possible solution to this problem, based on a principal 
component analysis or Hotelling transformation. 
Principal Component Analysis. Consider a population of random vectors X given by 
X = (4.22) 
The mean vector of the population is defined as 
Ju.=EiX) (4.23) 
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where E{X) is the expected value of X 
The covariance matrix of the vector population is defined as 
C^=E[{X- ju , ) iX- ju^ f ] (4.24) 
C^ is a real, symmetric, nxn matrix The elements c.j of C^ are the covariances between 
the elements jc. and Xj of the vector X. The elements ĉ^ of C^ are the variances of x .̂ If 
x¡ and Xj are uncorrelated, the covariance is zero. 
c , = c , . = 0 (4.25) 
For M vector samples from a random population, the mean vector and covariance matrix 
can be approximated from the samples by 
1 M 
(4.26) 
Mt; ' 
1 M 
Cx = ¿ I X , X [ ( 4 . 2 7 ) 
M S 
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The principal components are the characteristic vectors or eigenvectors of the covariance 
matrix. Let e. and A.,/= 1,2,3,...n be the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of 
C , , that can be obtained from 
C e. = Ae-X I 'i I (4.28) 
According to (4.28), the n-dimensional random input vector X is expressed in terms of its 
principal components as: 
where 
Y = E' 'X with y,=ejx. 
E = [e,,e2,...eJ 
(4.29) 
The equation (4.29) is also called the Hotelling transformation. Each component ŷ  can be 
considered as a feature of the vector X . The features are uncorrelated so that the covariance 
matrix of Y is diagonal and can be expressed as 
C, =E'^XE = 
A, . . . 0 
. A, (4.30) 
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The A,, 's are eigenvalues of C^ v^hich are the eigenvalues of C^ because the elements 
along the main diagonal of a diagonal matrix are its eigenvalues. 
The concept of principal component analysis is demonstrated in Figure 4.1. A set of 
coordinates of an object, the plane, can be treated as a vector X = with respect to the 
coordinates x̂  and . The effect of equation (4.29) is to set up a new coordinate system 
whose axes are the direction of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of X and whose 
origin is the centroid of the plane. 
The idea of principal component analysis can be employed to obtain the same starting point 
of a shape under affme transformation. One possible solution is to use the point that lies on 
the direction of the major principal axis. In Figure 4.2, there are two points, A and C, on the 
direction. Curve traversal from A to C and from C to A in anti-clockwise direction 
determines a number of points along the curve. A is chosen as the starting point, if a 
number of points from A to C is less than those from C to A. Otherwise, C is the starting 
point. By this way, the wavelet descriptor now has the same starting point. 
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Figure 4.1: A conceptual idea of the principal component analysis 
(the figure adopted from [28]) (a) A binary object; (b) its principal 
axes; (c) the object rotated to the principal axis 
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Figure 4.2: Principal components of a binary shape 
4.4 THE NORMALISED WAVELET 
DESCRIPTOR 
As shown in the previous sections, the wavelet descriptors are sensitive to affine 
transformation and starting point change. However, the properties of the wavelet 
descriptors under affme transformation are accurately described based on the assumption of 
a fixed starting point. In Section 4.3, a procedure to obtain descriptors with the same 
starting point is proposed. Therefore, they can be fully normalised to deprive the effects of 
affme transformation. 
There are two ways to normalise the wavelet descriptors. The normalisation can be 
undertaken before or after applying the wavelet transform. For the former, the shapes are 
normalised directly so that the wavelet coefficients resulting from the wavelet 
transformation are automatically normalised. The latter normalises the wavelet coefficients. 
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In practice, both objects in image databases and query objects are normalised in the same 
manner in order to compare them with a suitable metric. 
4.4.1 Shape Normalisation 
Under affme transformation, a shape of an object may be different from the original one as 
expressed by changes of scale, translation, and rotation. The shape can be normalised as 
follows: 
Scale. According to the polar coordinate system, an arbitrary shape 
'x{t) 
y(t) 
IS 
written as 
'A(t) 
m . Under the scale change, it affects only the shape magnitude. 
Thus, the normalised shape is 
'A\t) 
with (p\t) = 0(r) and 
AXt) = A(t)/A 
where A is the arithmetic mean of the shape magnitude 
(4.31) 
Rotation. The effect of rotation on shape is the change of phase. Therefore, the 
normalised phase of the shape is 
(4.32) 
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where (f) is the average phase of the shape. However, due to the choice of a 
starting point according to Section 4.3, the normalisation of rotation effect is 
not compulsory. 
Translation. Setting the centroid of the shape to the origin can offset the 
translation effect. Thus, the normalised shape is 
" / 
X X 
/ — 
J y 
(4.33) 
where (jc,>') is the centroid of the shape 
4.4.2 The Wavelet Descriptor Normalisation 
The wavelet descriptor can be normalised as follows: 
Scale. The scale change affects the magnitude of both approximation and detail 
coefficients. Therefore, the normalised detail coefficients can be written as: 
AT=KIA (4.34) 
where A is the arithmetic mean of the magnitudes of the detail coefficients. 
Equation (4.34) is also true for the approximation coefficients. 
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Rotation. Rotation will affect the phases of both the detail and the 
approximation coefficients but not the magnitudes. The normalised phase of the 
detail coefficients is 
(4.35) 
where (j) is the arithmetic mean of the phases of detail coefficients. As before, 
the normalisation of rotation effect is not required. 
• Translation. The translation affects only the approximation coefficients. The 
magnitudes of the coefficients can be normalised as follows. 
r fM M 
xn /M ."yn . 
M (4.36) 
where a and a are the arithmetic mean of the approximation coefficients. X y 
The experiments in this study employ shape normalisation before undertaking wavelet 
decompositions. This results in the normalised wavelet descriptor. 
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4.5 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, properties of the wavelet descriptors have been presented. They have non-
shrinking, uniqueness, and stability properties. They are also invariant to affine 
transformation under the assumption of having the same starting point. The method to 
obtain the same starting point is proposed based on the principal component analysis. When 
the starting point is obtained, normalisation of either shapes or the wavelet descriptors will 
deprive the effects of affme transformation so that query objects and objects in image 
databases can be compared. 
CHAPTER 5 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter reports simulation results obtained from three experiments using the Zemike 
moment invariants, Fourier descriptor, and wavelet descriptor based features. The 
performance of the three feature sets is presented. 
The performance of the proposed scheme is tested using a database of twenty images. Only 
the shape of the objects is considered. Figure 5.1 shows images used as original images in 
the simulated database. The query images are formed from affme transformed version of 
the original images. Three classes (Ql, Q2, and Q3) of query images corresponding to three 
sets of transformation on the original images are created. Ql consists of twenty images 
rotated by 90°, Q2 consists of forty images scaled by 50% and rotated by 90° . Q3 consists 
of sixty scaled, rotated by 90°, and rotated by 45°, arbitrarily translated and scaled images. 
No attempt has been made to ensure that the classes are disjoint. 
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apple (256x256) arrow (256x256) baseball (256x256) broom (256x256) 
car(256x256) cleaner (256x256) dog (256x256) washer (256x256) 
ear-drop (256x256) v-finger(256x256) hammer (256x256) finger(256x256) 
light-bulb (256x256) lamp (256x256) lion (297x246) rabbit (256x256) 
ribbon (256x256) star (256x256) Turtle (256x256) van (256x256) 
Figure 5.1: The original images 
Each query image will be compared against all images in the database, using the Euclidean 
distance with appropriate weights. The minimum distance indicates the best match. In a 
practical scenario, some users may pose a query without necessarily having an entire 
knowledge of the composition of the image of interest. Moreover, the image content bears 
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varying degrees of importance to the multitudes of users. Therefore, similarity rather than 
an exact match is a more suitable search paradigm. To measure similarity between two 
images, the constraint of minimum distance is relaxed with thresholding, because otherwise 
the measure becomes an exact match. In other words, the database retrieves images, which 
have distances between the minimum one and the one that is equal to the sum of minimum 
distance and a specified threshold value, rather than the one that has the minimum distance. 
Figure 5.2 shows samples of query images. The images from (a) to (c) are transformed 
images. The free hand sketch in (d) is used to demonstrate robustness of the wavelet 
descriptor based features. 
Cf o 
(a) a rotated image (256x256) (b) a scaled image (128x128) 
o 
(c) a scaled, rotated, and 
translated image (256x255) 
(d) a free hand sketch image 
(211x217) 
Figure 5.2: Samples of query images 
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5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 
5.2.1 MOMENT INVARIANTS 
From the Equation 3.14, Zemike moments of the original images from order 2 to 12 are 
computed. The moments of twelfth orders yield a good classification, so that no higher 
order is considered [44]. The moments of order zero and one are not taken as features since 
they are constant for all images [44]. The number of Zemike moments is shown in Table 
5.1. 
Table 5.1 List of Zemike moments from order two to order twelve 
Order Zemike moments No. of features 
2 A2,0» A2,2 2 
3 A3,1, 2 
4 A4,O, A4,2> A4,4 3 
5 As.i, As;,, As^ 3 
6 A6,0i A6,2» A6,4> A6,6 4 
7 A7,1, Aŷ , Aj^, A7,7 4 
8 A8,0» A8,2» A8,4, A8,6> Ag.g 5 
9 A9,1, A9̂ , A9,7, A9,9 5 
10 Ai0,0> A 10,2) A 10,4? A 10,6» A 10,8? 
A 10,10 
6 
11 Aii,i, AII3» Aii,5, AII,7, AII,9, 
All,11 
6 
12 A 12,0? A 12,2? A 12,4? A 12,6? A 12,8? 
Ai2,10? AI2,12 
7 
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When the query has been posed to retrieve images from the database, the Zernike moments 
of the query are computed and then compared with those of original images. The 
contribution of the features to recognition is not identical. In other words, some features 
have more discrimination power than others. The discrimination power can be obtained 
from the ratio of standard deviation over absolute value of mean of the features [34]. Since 
the features have different discrimination power, appropriate weights assigned to them 
result in better recognition. In other words, the feature that has more discrimination power 
will be assigned with the bigger weight. From the simulations, the given weights in Table 
5.2 give the best result. However, further research may be required to obtain the optimal 
weights. Table 5.2. illustrates the Zernike moments sorted by ascending order of 
discrimination power with corresponding weights. The highest weight is one, and the others 
are subsequently reduced by 30%. Some of the features that have low discrimination power 
use the same little weight. The performance of Zernike moment features with different 
thresholds is shown in Table 5.3. Care must be taken for the choice of a threshold value. A 
very large threshold allows the database to retrieve too many images. For the thresholds 
given in Table 5.3, the system retrieves at most four images. 
It is clear from the results in Table 5.3 that Zernike moments enjoy their rotation 
invariance. Normalisation to deprive the effects of scale and translation using its regular 
moments may require additional work to improve the performance. 
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Table 5.2 Zemike moments with corresponding weights in 
a s c e n d i n g order o f c i s cr iminat ion p o w e r 
Zernike 
Moments 
Weight Zernike 
Moments Weight 
A,2.0 0.002362 A T , 0.002362 
A 10.0 0.002362 A6.2 0.002362 
A« .o 0.002362 A9.7 0.002362 
Afi.o 0.002362 A 10.8 0.002362 
A4,Q 0.002362 A,., 0.002362 
Aii.s 0.002362 A H . 9 0.002362 
A I 2 . 2 0.002362 A12.12 0.002362 
AI2.4 0.002362 Afi.4 0.003323 
A 10.2 0.002362 Aii.n 0.004748 
A9..S 0.002362 As.fi 0.006782 A,,.., 0.002362 A,., 0.009689 
A10.4 0.002362 A10.10 0.013841 
A« .2 0.002362 A8.8 0.019773 
Al2.fi 0.002362 A4.2 0.028248 All., 0.002362 A7.7 0.040354 
A11.7 0.002362 A<).9 0.057648 
A 12.8 0.002362 As.. 0.082354 
A9..-? 0.002362 0.117649 
AS.4 0.002362 A..1 0.168070 
A12.10 0.002362 Afi.fi 0.240100 
A 10.6 0.002362 A4.4 0.343000 
A2.0 0.002362 A,., 0.490000 
A<,.1 0.002362 A,.i 0.700000 
A2.2 1.000000 
Table 5.3 Rate of recognition of Zemike moments with 
different thresholds 
Query class 
Rate of recognition with thresholds 
0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Qi 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Q2 63% 83% 93% 93% 
0 3 50% 67% 72% 72% 
5.2.2 FOURIER DESCRIPTOR 
From Equations (3.24) and (3.27), it is clear that the Fourier descriptors of transformed 
images relate to the original one. The magnitudes of the descriptors lend themselves as a 
point in n-dimensional space. Therefore, the Euclidean distance can be used to measure 
similarity. For weighting, a set of equal weights is given since the relationship of the 
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Fourier descriptors and their discrimination power is not well defined. Since each shape has 
different length, a preprocessing is required. For this experiment, resampling of all original 
shapes to 256 samples has been undertaken at the time of image insertion into the database. 
The query images are re-sampled to 256 samples when the queries have been posed for 
retrieval. The simulation results are presented in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Rate of recognition of the Fourier descriptors with 
different thresholds 
Query class Rate of recognition with different thresholds 
0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 
0 1 95% 100% 100% 100% 
Q2 85% 93% 93% 93% 
0 3 73% 85% 90% 92% 
Table 5.4 indicates that Q1 gets the highest recognition rate since the queries are rotated 
without any other affme transformation effects. For Q2, the rate is slightly lower than the 
rate of Ql. This may occur from additional noise of the scaled images, generated when the 
original images are scaled down by 50%. It is also the case for Q3. The more affme 
transformation effects are involved, the more recognition errors occur. 
5.2.3 WAVELET DESCRIPTOR 
There are a few steps of preprocessing required before obtaining the wavelet descriptors. 
Firstly, the algorithm proposed in Section 4.3 is applied to obtain the starting points of all 
original images. Secondly, the images are resampled to obtain 256 points. Finally, the 
images are normalised by the algorithm in Section 4.4.1. The normalised images (shapes) 
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are now decomposed with Daubechies wavelet filters of length eight for up to five 
decomposition levels. The query, when posed, is required to be preprocessed in the same 
manner. The Euclidean distance of the magnitude of wavelet coefficients of the original 
images and the queries is a mean to measure similarity. Different weights are given for the 
wavelet coefficients of six bands. The weights depend upon the significance of the band. 
Table 5.5 Rate of recognition of the wavelet descriptors with different 
thresholds 
Query class Rate of recognition with different thresholds 
0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 
0 1 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 2 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 3 100% 100% 100% 100% 
The wavelet descriptors perform remarkably well. Without any threshold, the recognition 
rate is 100% for all classes of transformed images. To make further investigation of the 
performance of the descriptors, the second experiment is set up. Five free hand sketches of 
an apple are posed to retrieve similar images from the database. 
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(a) 1.63151 2.03730 2.43413 2.47382 2.48197 2.53436 
(b) 1.84719 1.97384 2.57253 2.69680 2.78454 2.86635 
o 
(c) 1.62898 2.54188 2.56645 2.61997 3.09292 3.16766 
(V 
(d) 0.84739 2.63062 2.67531 2.86958 2.91193 2.98077 
D 
(e) 1.25245 2.11635 2.62320 2.70072 2.71510 2.75701 
Figure 5.3: The retrieval results when free hand sketches posed 
In Figure 5.3, the left-most column is the queries of free hand sketches. The corresponding 
rows are the original images retrieved according to the queries. The numbers under each 
image are the distances computed according to the queries posed. The results from Figure 
5.3 illustrate that only the first sketch incurs retrieval error. This clearly indicates that the 
wavelet descriptors perform better than both Zemike moments and Fourier descriptors. 
However, further investigation may be required to obtain the robustness property of the 
wavelet descriptors when the queries suffer from deformation. 
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5.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
This section compares the performance of Zernike moments, Fourier descriptors, and 
wavelet descriptors based features. 
Figure 5.4 shows the performance of all features when the queries in class Q1 are posed. 
From the results obtained, both Zernike moments and wavelet descriptors assure the 
rotation invariance property. Fourier descriptors have 95% recognition rate, without any 
thresholding. For the 0.3 threshold value, the effect of rotation is nil. 
Recognition Rate of class Q1 
100* 
9% 
o •g 98% - -
tc 
o 97% h -
O) o o O 95% 
DC 
100 V 
- Zernike Moments 
- Fourier Descriptors 
-Wavelet Descriptors 
Threshold 
Figure 5.4: The recognition rate of the class Q1 query 
For the results of class Q2 shown in Figure 5.5, the wavelet descriptors provide the best 
performance. Zernike moments perform at the lowest rate. Without any thresholding, the 
Zernike moments have 63% of recognition. The best recognition rate of the Zernike 
moments is 93 % with 0.4 threshold. The larger threshold does not improve the rate. 
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Recognition Rate for class 02 
Threshold 
Zernike Moments 
Fourier Descriptors 
- A - Wavelet Descriptors 
Figure 5.5: The recognition rate of the class Q2 query 
Recognition Rate for class Q3 
100% 
0.3 0.4 
Threshold 
Zernike Moments 
t - Fourier Descriptors 
t - Wavelet Descriptors 
Figure 5.6: The recognition rate of the class Q3 query 
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The Fourier descriptors also have the same highest rate at the same threshold as Zemike 
moments. However, the descriptors perform better than the moments, without thresholding. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the performances of all features when more affme transformation 
effects are included. It is clear that the wavelet descriptors provide the best performance 
and the performance of the Zemike moments is at the end. The results are confirmed when 
thresholding is taken to account. For every threshold, the wavelet descriptors are the best 
features and the Zemike moments are the worst ones. 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
The chapter has presented the performance of the Zemike moments, the Fourier descriptor, 
and the wavelet descriptor based features. 
On the basis of the simulation results, and for the test images used, the wavelet descriptors 
have the best performance. The Zemike moments provide the last performance. 
The simulation results confirm the rotation invariance property of the Zemike moments. 
When other affine transformation effects are considered, the moments do not perform 
accurately. 
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In general, the Fourier descriptors perform better than the Zemike moments for all classes 
of queries. However, for class Q l , the descriptor performs slightly lower than the moments, 
without thresholding. With thresholding, both perform well. 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
The performance of three different types of image features, extracted from closed contours 
representing object shapes, have been simulated and compared. 
Zemike moment based features confirm the property of rotation invariance. When further 
affine transformations are considered, they do not perform well. In the worst case, the 
recognition rate is only 50% without thresholding. There are three issues related to this 
result. Firstly, the queries of class Q2 and Q3 include noise resulting from the 
transformations. Secondly, the normalisation to deprive the effects of affme transformations 
is not suitable in practice, even it has been theoretically proved. Finally, the Zemike 
polynomials are expanded within the unit circle, so that any information outside the unit 
circle is not included. This may degrade the performance of the features. 
The features based on the Fourier descriptors do not suffer much from the effects of 
rotation. For the queries of class Q2 and Q3, the recognition rates are slightly lower than for 
class Ql. This is due to noise resulting from affme transformation effects. 
From the experimental results, the wavelet descriptors assure the theoretical merit of the 
wavelet theory. The perfect recognition rates of all query classes induce a second 
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experiment that poses free hand sketches that have suffered from deformation. Within five 
queries posed, the wavelet descriptors correctly pick up four cases out of five. 
On the basis of the results obtained, and for the tested image used, this study has shown that 
the wavelet descriptors provide the most effective features. The performance of the Zemike 
moments is at the end. 
The following are some suggestions for the future work that may improve the results. 
For similarity measures using the Euclidean distance, the process of acquiring the optimal 
weight for the corresponding feature requires additional work. 
Further investigation of the process of normalisation to deprive the effects of affme 
transformations using regular moments is required to ensure that the normalised features 
perform well in practice. 
The optimal number of the Fourier descriptors used for a retrieval purpose is important. 
The number may differ when employed with different types of images. This calls for 
further investigation. 
There are three major issues which call for further investigation for the wavelet descriptors. 
Firstly, the question of how many samples to be used for retrieval should be addressed. A 
small number of samples requires less computing time than a larger one. This may improve 
the response time of the large databases or of real time systems. Secondly, it should be 
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investigated how many levels of decomposition need to be performed in order to yield most 
powerful features for discrimination. This may closely relate to the first issue, so that joint 
research may be required. Finally, the question of what wavelet filters are suitable for what 
type of images is not completely answered. 
Additional investigation of the wavelet descriptors regarding the effects of deformed 
queries will reveal the robustness property. 
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